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Abstract: The main intent of performing Software testing is to see that the software system is working as per the user's requirements. Unit testing is done at the individual unit or at the components level. The main objective of this testing is to validate and ensure that each unit is performing its required function effectively. In case of automated testing, in recent days, many testing tools are available which help developers to perform unit testing in a simpler manner. This paper shows how automated unit testing is performed using different testing tools like JUnit, Selenium with web driver Java and Selenium with python. Regarding the experimental work, different applications were tested with the automated tools and results have been discussed with its code. To ensure reliability on web testing, the application has to be tested with the most suitable test case. With Selenium web driver concept, various User Interfaces are identified with xpath and CSS concept and test scripts ensure that various inputs are navigated between User Interface elements. The Automated software testing process reduces time and makes it more accurate.
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I. INTRODUCTION TO UNIT TESTING.

In recent days, the developers have to develop each module and then test the module with different test cases to make the module free from errors. Further, they are using different automated tools that reduce the testing time. Once unit testing is performed, it reduces the number of bugs. To perform the unit testing, there is a necessity for selecting the suitable test cases. The different guidelines to be followed to perform unit testing are listed below:

- Identify a suitable tool/framework based on the given application. For example, Junit is a unit testing tool used to perform unit testing on an application developed using java programming language. Eclipse is a Junit testing framework that provides necessary helps to the developer by writing minimal set of Java code.
- Create any suitable test case for current unit by recognizing functionalities of each unit.
- Have a separate lab to do testing with the necessary infrastructure.
- Use the most suitable test case that can identify errors properly.
- To fix the defect, do a root cause analysis to find the main reason for error and then try to fix the error.

1.1 Selenium web driver concept

- It helps in providing a framework to perform web automation testing with different browsers like Firefox, Chrome, Opera, etc. Once the Selenium Java code is ready, testing is done with different browsers.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

In [1], Andrew Patterson et al, addressed the testing problem by combining two existing unit testing frameworks JUnit and BlueJ, and they created a new testing tool that was flexible enough to use BlueJ system and Junit. In [2], Arpit Christi et al, proposed a testing tool for code coverage based testing. In [3], MagieBruntkink et al, explored various factors for testing object-oriented software systems. In [4], Catherine Oriat et al, presented a tool, Jartege, useful for generation of unit tests for Java classes specified in JML (Java Modeling Language), which is a specification language for Java. In [5], ErmiraDaka et al, described about the importance of Unit testing and implemented a java calculator program on the Net beans platform and tested its main components under JUnit4 testing tool. In [6], Ravinder Kumar et al, explored the possibility of using Junit with test suites. In [7], Marcel B’ohme and Soumya Paul explored the relative efficiencies of the random and systematic approaches to automated software testing.

III. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Python Unit test

The unit test using python code is done for checking amicable numbers is done and the code is available at Appendix section.
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To test a login page, code is written using selenium web driver with python unit testing framework. The test is conducted on the google search engine, whether it loads the web page properly and then searches details like selenium interview questions without any problem. In our study, two pages were loaded successfully and green bar was displayed to indicate that the test was passed successfully. In addition to that, the same application was loaded with different browser and tested for cross browser testing, resolution; various text boxes and labels are loaded properly in all the browsers. Junit is a Unit testing framework for Java programs. Here unit testing is conducted using Junit for a calculator program as shown in appendix the part.

IV. CONCLUSION

Thus the unit testing was performed using Junit testing tool and Selenium python unit testing for web based application. Unit testing was also conducted for Python and PHP. The above tests were conducted using automated tools so that it could save time and perform its intended functions properly. As automated testing was performed for unit testing, it saved time and effort by the developer. More number of errors was identified at unit level. Thus, four unit testing tools were demonstrated for various languages like Java, Python, PHP and Python web testing for unit testing.
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